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Co-expression of six tightly clustered
odorant receptor genes in the
antenna of the malaria mosquito
Anopheles gambiae

Tim Karner, Isabelle Kellner, Anna Schultze, Heinz Breer and Jürgen Krieger †*

Institute of Physiology (230), University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany

The behavior of female malaria mosquitoes, Anopheles gambiae, especially seeking out

blood hosts or selecting oviposition sites, highly depends on the detection of relevant

odorants by their sense of smell. This is mediated by olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs)

which express distinct odorant receptor (OR) types. In the genome of A. gambiae 76

genes have been annotated to encode putative odorant receptors and the majority of

these AgOR genes are arranged in clusters. To assess whether clustered AgOR genes

are expressed in a characteristic manner we explored the topographic expression pattern

of six tightly adjoined AgOR genes in the female antenna. Whole mount fluorescence in

situ hybridization experiments were performed to visualize the olfactory neurons which

express a distinct AgOR type in order to determine the number and the distribution of the

cells. We found that within the 13 antennal segments about 75 cells contain mRNA for

the four receptor types AgOR13, AgOR15, AgOR17, and AgOR55. Moreover, about half

of these cells also transcribe mRNA for the subtypes AgOR16 and AgOR47. Subsequent

RT-PCR experiments with primer pairs spanning the coding regions of adjacent AgOR

genes revealed the existence of polycistronic mRNA. This result indicates that individual

genes were not transcribed but mRNA was comprised of coding sequence from several

genes within the studied cluster. Taken together, the data indicate a unique principle for

the expression of odorant receptor genes arranged in a large cluster and suggest that

the corresponding olfactory neurons are endowed with a distinct set of odorant receptor

types.

Keywords: insect olfaction, antenna, odorant receptor, expression, polycistronic mRNA

Introduction

Blood-sucking insects are dreaded for their capacity to transfer life-threatening diseases. The
anthropophilic mosquito, Anopheles gambiae, is the main vector for the perilous malaria parasite,
Plasmodium falciparum, affecting millions of people worldwide every year (WHO, 2013). Female
malaria mosquitoes find human hosts, oviposition sites and nectar sources mainly by chemical
cues recognized by their olfactory system (Takken and Knols, 1999; Zwiebel and Takken, 2004).
This is accomplished by olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) in hair-like sensilla on their anten-
nae, as well as on their maxillary palps and the labellum (McIver, 1982; Kwon et al., 2006; Pitts
and Zwiebel, 2006). The pivotal role of the antennae is underpinned by the number of OSNs;
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female A. gambiae possess about 1500 OSNs per antenna, but
only ∼200 OSNs per maxillary palp and ∼50 OSN per labellar
lobe (Kwon et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2007).

The responsiveness of OSNs is determined by the odorant
receptors (ORs) in their dendritic membrane (Hallem et al.,
2004; Jacquin-Joly andMerlin, 2004; Touhara and Vosshall, 2009;
Hansson and Stensmyr, 2011; Guidobaldi et al., 2014). In addi-
tion, ionotropic receptors (IRs) and gustatory receptor types
(GRs) mediate responses of OSNs to odorants and CO2, respec-
tively (Kwon et al., 2007; Benton et al., 2009; Rytz et al., 2013;
Tauxe et al., 2013). In the genome of A. gambiae 76 genes
have been identified which encode putative odorant receptors
(AgORs) (Hill et al., 2002; Pitts et al., 2011), and for most of
these genes, expression has been verified in olfactory appen-
dices of adult mosquitoes or larvae (Fox et al., 2002; Iatrou and
Biessmann, 2008; Pitts et al., 2011; Rinker et al., 2013). Functional
expression of 50 AgOR types in Xenopus oocytes (Wang et al.,
2010) or in the Drosophila empty neuron system (Carey et al.,
2010) revealed characteristic ligand spectra for about 30 of the
AgOR types.

Within the genome of A. gambiae the majority of AgOR
genes are arranged in clusters which consist of two to 9 genes
(http://metazoa.ensembl.org/Anopheles_gambiae) (Fox et al.,
2002; Hill et al., 2002). Such a clustered genomic organization of
genes that encode chemosensory receptors appears to be char-
acteristic for insects; for example, it has also been reported for
the mosquito Aedes aegypti (Bohbot et al., 2007), the beetle Tri-
bolium castaneum (Engsontia et al., 2008) and the honey bee Apis
mellifera (Robertson and Wanner, 2006). Typically such clus-
ters comprise two or three OR genes, but much larger tandem
arrays with up to 60 OR genes occur in the honey bee (Robertson
and Wanner, 2006). It is largely unknown to what extent OR
genes organized in a cluster underlie common control mecha-
nisms which could result in a similar spatial expression pattern or
a co-expression in the same cell. A co-expression of clustered OR
genes in individual cells of Drosophila melanogaster is demon-
strated by the presence of mRNAs for two OR-types within the
same cells (Dobritsa et al., 2003; Couto et al., 2005; Ray et al.,
2007). ForA. gambiae,we have recently found that transcripts for
the receptor types AgOR13 andAgOR55 co-exist in the same cells
(Schultze et al., 2014). Interestingly, the genes encoding AgOR13
and AgOR55 are immediate neighbors within the largest AgOR
gene cluster (hereafter named cluster1) in the genome of A. gam-
biae; it is comprised of a total of 9 AgOR genes (Figure 1). Within
cluster1, the coding regions of OR genes are in the same orienta-
tion and are spaced by short stretches of DNA. The first three
AgOR genes (AgOR53, AgOR30 and AgOR46) are more separated
from the six more downstream located receptor genes (AgOR47,
AgOR16, AgOR17, AgOR13, AgOR55, and AgOR15); accordingly,
they were designated as cluster1A and cluster1B, respectively
(Figure 1A). In transcriptome analysis of female antennae rather
low transcript levels were found for the three genes in clus-
ter1A, whereas the expression levels for the six genes in cluster1B
were generally quite high (Pitts et al., 2011; Rinker et al., 2013).
Based on the similar levels of mRNA for the strikingly tightly
clustered OR-genes in the genome, we hypothesized that the
genes in cluster1B may underlie a common transcription control.

FIGURE 1 | Arrangement of cluster1 genes and relationship between

AgORs. (A) Schematic representation of the chromosomal linkage and the

intron/exon structure of AgOR genes in cluster1. All genes have the same

orientation. The position and relative size of exons and introns were adopted

from http://metazoa.ensembl.org/Anopheles_gambiae and drawn to scale.

Exons represent protein coding regions only. The length of the intervening DNA

strings connecting the exon regions of two adjacent AgORs (in base pairs, bp)

is indicated. (B) Neighbor joining tree of cluster1 AgORs. The tree was

constructed using MEGA5 based on a Clustal alignment of the AgOR amino

acid sequences. Bootstrap support is based on 1000 replicates; support

values >75% for branches are indicated. Sequence identities between pairs of

AgORs which exceed 45% are given at the right.

Consequently, combinations of several or even all six AgOR types
may be co-expressed in individual cells. Moreover, they may be
translated from a large, polycistronic transcript, as reported for a
large cluster of genes encoding gustatory receptors in the fruitfly
(Slone et al., 2007). Here, we have used whole mount fluorescence
in situ hybridization (WM-FISH) to explore the expression pat-
terns of the six genomically adjoined AgOR types in the antenna
of female A. gambiae and applied reverse transcription PCR (RT-
PCR) to assess the presence of polycistronic mRNA encoding the
receptor types.

Materials and Methods

Animal Rearing
Animals were reared to adults at 28◦C with a day-night cycle
of 12:12. Eggs and larvae of the Anopheles gambiae (Giles) s.s.
strain RSP-H were kindly provided by Bayer CropScience, Mon-
heim, Germany. The laboratory strain was originally derived
from the region of Kisumu, Kenya and has been in rearing at
Bayer since 2009 (to date: 46th generation). After emergence, ani-
mals had access to 10% sucrose ad libitum. For the experiments,
one-to-eight-day old animals were used.

Preparation of In Situ Hybridization Probes
Digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled and biotin-labeled antisense RNAs
for in situ hybridization were transcribed from linearized
recombinant plasmids containing AgOR coding regions using
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the components of the Roche T3/T7/SP6 RNA transcrip-
tion/labeling system (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) and recom-
mended protocols. To improve tissue penetration, the labeled
antisense RNA probes were subsequently fragmented to an aver-
age length of about 200 or 800 nucleotides by incubation in
carbonate buffer (80mM NaHCO3, 120mM Na2CO3, pH 10.2)
following the protocol of Angerer and Angerer (1992).

Transcription vectors (pBluescript SK II) carrying the cod-
ing sequences for AgOR55 and AgOR68, respectively, were
kindly provided by Prof. Kostas Iatrou (NCSR “Demokritos,”
Athens, Greece). For AgOR13, AgOR15, AgOR16, AgOR17, and
AgOR47, respectively, coding regions were PCR-amplified from
cDNA of female A. gambiae heads and cloned into the pGem-
T vector (Promega, Puchheim, Germany) using standard pro-
tocols. The identities of the AgOR sequences were verified by
sequencing.

Head cDNA was prepared by dissecting heads from cold-
anesthetized animals and collecting them in a tube cooled
on liquid nitrogen. The tissue was crushed in liquid nitrogen
using a small mortar and pestle and homogenized in Trizol
reagent (Invitrogen). Total RNA was prepared from the Tri-
zol homogenate and poly (A)+ RNA was isolated from total
RNA applying oligo (dT)25 magnetic dynabeads (Dynal, Oslo,
Norway) according to the suppliers protocols. Poly (A)+ RNA
from heads were transcribed into cDNA using the superscript III
reverse transcriptase system (Invitrogen) with synthesis at 50◦C
for 50min, followed by incubation for 15min at 70◦C.

Whole Mount Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization
(WM-FISH)
Several receptor proteins encoded by the genes in cluster1 share
relatively high sequence identity, higher than 45% (Figure 1B);
however, with the other 67 AgOR-types of A. gambiae, sequence
identity (10–40%) is rather low (not shown). Within the clus-
ter, the identity between AgOR pairs is generally below 90%, a
value that is considered critical with respect to a possible cross
hybridization of probes for different AgORs. The exception is
the receptor pair AgOR46 and AgOR47, which are 91% identical;
however, since the transcript level of AgOR46 in female antennae
is very low (Pitts et al., 2011), hybridization signals obtained with
the AgOR47 probe most likely represent AgOR47-expressing
cells.

Whole mount fluorescence in situ hybridizations (WM-FISH)
with single or combinations of probes were performed as
described previously (Schultze et al., 2013, 2014) with a few
modifications. The antennae were dissected from the head and
transferred directly to fixation solution (4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1M NaCO3, pH 9.5, 0.03% Triton X-100). After fixation
for 20–24 h at 6◦C the antennae were washed at room temper-
ature for 1min in PBS (phosphate-buffered saline = 145mM
NaCl, 1.4mM KH2PO4, 8mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.1) containing
0.03% Triton X-100. In a drop of this solution, each antenna was
carefully squeezed several times at different positions along the
longitudinal axis using fine forceps. This was followed by incu-
bation at room temperature in 0.2M HCl, 0.03% Triton X-100
for 10min, two washes for 2min each in PBS with 0.03% Triton
X-100 and a treatment for 10min with acetylation solution (25%

acetic anhydride freshly added to a 0.1M triethanolamine solu-
tion). Subsequently, the antennae were washed three times in PBS
with 0.03% Triton X-100 for 3min and prehybridized in WM-
FISH solution (50% formamide, 5xSSC, 1xDenhardt’s reagent,
50µg/ml yeast RNA, 1% Tween 20, 0.1% Chaps, 5mM EDTA,
pH 8.0) at 55◦C for 6 h. In WM-FISH experiments with single
probes, this step was followed by incubation for at least 48 h at
the same temperature in WM-FISH solution containing a DIG-
labeled antisense RNA probe. Then the antennae were washed
four times for 15min each in 0.1xSSC, 0.03% Triton X-100 at
60◦C. After treatment with 1% blocking reagent (Roche) in TBS
(100mMTris, 150mMNaCl, pH 7.5), 0.03% Triton X-100 for 5–
6 h at 6◦C, DIG-labeled probes were detected by incubation for
at least 48 h with an anti-DIG alkaline phosphatase-conjugated
antibody (Roche) diluted 1:500 in TBS, 0.03% Triton X-100 with
1% blocking reagent. After five washes for 10min each in TBS
with 0.05% Tween 20 at room temperature, antennae were incu-
bated in the dark for 7–8 h with HNPP (2-hydroxy-3-naphtoic
acid-2′-phenylanilide phosphate, Roche) 1:100 in DAP-buffer
(100mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 50mM MgCl2,pH 8.0) at 6◦C to
visualize hybridization of DIG-labeled probes.

In double WM-FISH experiments, simultaneous hybridiza-
tion was performed with differentially labeled antisense RNA
(DIG- and biotin-labeled, respectively) for two AgOR types. For
concurrent detection of DIG- and biotin-labeled probes, the
antennae were incubated after the posthybridization washes with
the anti-DIG AP-conjugated antibody (Roche, diluted 1:500) and
a streptavidin horse radish peroxidase-conjugate (1:100, TSA kit,
Perkin Elmer) in TBS, 0.03% Triton X-100, 1% blocking reagent
for at least 48 h at 6◦C. This was followed by five 10min washes
in TBS, 0.05% Tween 20 at room temperature and incubation
with HNPP (1:100 in DAP-buffer) for 7–8 h at 6◦C in the dark to
visualize the hybridization of DIG-labeled probes. Subsequently,
the antennae were washed three times for 5min in TBS, 0.05%
Tween 20, followed by visualization of the biotin-labeled probes
using the TSA / FITC development (TSA kit, Perking Elmer) and
incubation for 17–18 h at 6◦C in the dark. Finally, the antennae
were washed three times for 5min each in TBS with 0.05% Tween
20, briefly rinsed in PBS and mounted in Mowiol solution (10%
polyvinylalcohol 4-88, 20% glycerol in PBS).

Analysis of Hybridized Antennae
After the WM-FISH treatment, antennae were analyzed on
a Zeiss LSM510 Meta laser scanning microscope (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany). Confocal image stacks of the red and
green fluorescence channel as well as the transmitted-light chan-
nel were taken from single antennal segments. Selected optical
planes from image stacks were used to prepare figures, with the
fluorescence channels and the transmitted-light channel over-
laid or shown separately. Appropriate programs (MS Power-
Point, Adobe Photoshop) were used to arrange the figures and to
adjust the brightness or contrast for uniform tone within a single
figure.

To examine the distribution and number of AgOR-expressing
cells along the 13 antennal segments, the labeled cells in a
given antennal segment were counted under fluorescence micro-
scope inspection. Due to breakage of antennae or damage from
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squeezing, in many cases it was not possible to count the positive
cells on all 13 segments of the hybridized antennae. Therefore,
the number of different segments (i.e., antennae) that were ana-
lyzed to determine the average number of AgOR-expressing cells
for distinct segments differ (Table S2).

Reverse Transcription PCR—Detection of
Polycistronic mRNA
To investigate whether polycistronic mRNA transcripts encod-
ing several cluster1B AgORs exist, we performed reverse tran-
scription (RT) PCR experiments with cDNA from the head (with
appendices) of female A. gambiae and primer pairs spanning the
intergenic region of two adjacent AgOR genes. The sense primer
was directed against a region located within the second half of
the coding sequence of the first AgOR type, whereas the antisense
primer matched within the first half of the coding sequence of the
AgOR type, which follows downstream in the genome (Figure 4).
Primer pairs spanned at least one intron region, thus allowing
us to distinguish PCR products obtained from cDNA to that
from PCR bands which may have resulted from amplification of
genomic DNA. The positions of the primer pairs within the dif-
ferent cluster1B AgORs are indicated in Figure 4; their sequences
are listed in Table S1. Standard PCR reactions were performed
in a total volume of 50µl using the High Fidelity PCR Enzyme
Mix (Thermo/Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) and 1µl of
the head cDNA (prepared as described above). The reaction was
started at 94◦C for 1min 40 s, followed by 20 cycles with 94◦C
for 30 s, 55◦C for 40 s, and 72◦C for 1min 30 s. In each cycle the
annealing temperature was decreased by 0.5◦C. Then another 20
cycles at 45◦C annealing temperature were conducted, followed
by a last elongation step at 72◦C for 7min. PCR products were
analyzed on agarose gels and visualized after staining under UV
light.

Results

Expression of Cluster1B AgORs in the Antenna of
Female A. gambiae
We analyzed the expression of six AgORs genes that belong to the
largest AgOR cluster in the genome of A. gambiae. Using labeled
riboprobes and the WM-FISH method, we visualized the cells
that express the AgOR-types and determined their topographic
distribution pattern throughout the female antenna (Figure 2).
AgOR16 and AgOR47 are expressed in about the same number
of cells within each of the studied antennal segments (Figure 2A).
Moreover, for both receptor types, the distribution of the labeled
cells along the 13 antennal segments was similar with the high-
est number of cells on antennal segments 4 and 5 and only in
rare cases did labeled cells appear in segment 1 (Figure 2B). Eval-
uating the distribution of cells positive for the receptor types
AgOR13, AgOR15, AgOR17, and AgOR55 revealed a pattern
that was similar to that obtained for cells expressing AgOR16
and AgOR47 (Figure 2B). However, the number of labeled cells
on each of the 13 antennal segments was twice as high as
the number of cells for AgOR16 and AgOR47 (Figures 2A,B,
Table S2). This 2:1 ratio was clearly reflected in the total num-
ber of labeled cells per antenna. A quantification of all labeled

FIGURE 2 | Topography of cluster1B AgOR gene expression in the

female antenna. (A) WM-FISH using DIG-labeled antisense RNA probes for

the six cluster1B AgORs. Cells bearing AgOR transcripts have been visualized

by a detection system leading to red fluorescence. The same (6th) flagellomere

of the antenna from different animals is shown. Labeled cells are marked by

arrowheads. Pictures have been arranged according to the order of the six

AgORs in the genome (Figure 1). Probes for AgOR16 and AgOR47 label

about half the number of cells compared to probes for AgOR13, AgOR15,

AgOR16, and AgOR55, respectively. Scale bars: 20µm. (B) Number and

distribution of cells expressing cluster1B AgORs on the 13 flagellomeres of the

female antenna. Segments are numbered 1–13 from proximal (head) to distal

(tip of antenna). The average number of cells (± S.D.) shown for the different

antennal segments has been determined by counting the cells from up to 28

antenna; details are given in Table S2.

cells on the 13 antennal segments (Table S2) resulted in simi-
lar numbers across various receptor types; in detail we revealed
78 AgOR13-, 77 AgOR15-, 70 AgOR17-, and 76 AgOR55-cells
per antenna as well as 37 AgOR16- and 36 AgOR47-cells per
antenna.

Co-expression Pattern of Clustered AgORs
The similarities in the number and distribution of antennal cells
which express the AgOR-subtypes encoded by genes arranged in
cluster1B led us to suggest that these receptor types may be co-
expressed by the same cells, or alternatively, may be expressed
in adjacent cells of the same sensillum. In two-color WM-
FISH experiments with combinations of receptor-specific probes
(Figure 3) the two probes for the AgOR16/AgOR47 labeled the
same cells (Figure 3A). This result indicates that AgOR16 and
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FIGURE 3 | Co-expression of AgORs in antennal cells. Double WM-FISH

with female antennae using combinations of differentially labeled AgOR probes

and visualization of cells bearing distinct AgOR transcripts by green (biotin)

and red (DIG) fluorescence, respectively. Co-labeling of cells by both AgOR

probes appears as yellow/orange color in the overlay of the red and green

fluorescence channels. Numbers indicate the antennal segment shown. Scale

bars: 20µm. (A,B) WM-FISH using the combinations AgOR47/AgOR16 and

AgOR47/AgOR13. The boxed areas are shown at higher magnification (right;

scale bars: 10µm), with the fluorescence channels displayed separately or

superimposed. The AgOR47 and AgOR16 probes label the same cells (A).

AgOR47 labeled cells are also positive for the receptor types AgOR13 (B),

AgOR15 (C), AgOR17 (D) and AgOR55 (E), which in each case have

transcripts in additional cells (green-labeled cells in B–E; arrowheads in B). (F)

The probe combination AgOR47/AgOR68 (control) clearly labels different

populations of cells. (G,H) The probe combinations AgOR17/AgOR13 and

AgOR17/AgOR15 label the same cells.

AgOR47 are indeed co-expressed in the same cells and not in
adjacent cells within a sensillum. Similar results were obtained in
WM-FISH experiments with various combinations of probes for
AgOR13, AgOR15, AgOR17, and AgOR55. Results are exemplar-
ily shown for the combination AgOR13/AgOR17 (Figure 3G)
and AgOR15/AgOR17 (Figure 3H). Each pair of the four AgOR
probes revealed a 100% match of the red- and green-labeled cells
(Table 1). These results led us to conclude that all four AgOR
types are co-expressed in the same sensory neurons of the female
antenna.

We next examined the relative spatial segregation of cells that
co-express AgOR16 and AgOR47 vs. the cells that co-express the
other four AgOR genes in cluster1B. In WM-FISH experiments
with the AgOR47 probe in pairwise combination with probes for
AgOR13, AgOR15, AgOR17, and AgOR55, for each pair a partial
overlap of the labeled cells was found (Figures 3B–E, Table 1).
This is shown in detail for the combination AgOR47/AgOR13
(Figure 3B); all AgOR47-positive cells (red) were also labeled by
a probe for AgOR13 (green). In addition, several green-labeled

TABLE 1 | Co-expression pattern of cluster1B AgORs.

OR47

C OR16

P P OR17

P P C OR13

P P C C OR55

P P C C C OR15

Labeling patterns obtained in double WM-FISH experiments with female antennae and

pairwise combinations of differentially labeled AgOR probes. C, complete overlap of

labeled cells; P, partial overlap of labeled cells.

cells were found (Figure 3B, arrowheads, Figures 3C–E). In con-
trol experiments, application of a AgOR47 probe in combina-
tion with a biotin-labeled probe for the non-cluster1 receptor
AgOR68 resulted in only clearly separated red- or green-
labeled cells (Figure 3F), demonstrating that the two AgORs are
expressed in different cell populations. Together, the results of
the WM-FISH experiments indicate that a rather large num-
ber of sensory neurons (75 of about 1500 = 5%) in the female
antenna co-transcribe the four cluster1B genesAgOR13,AgOR15,
AgOR17, and AgOR55. Moreover, about half of these cells also
comprise mRNA of AgOR16 and AgOR47 which is indicative for
an expression of all six cluster1B AgORs in the cells.

Evidence for Polycistronic mRNA Encoding
Cluster1B AgORs
The identification of transcripts for several AgOR genes of clus-
ter1B in the same cells suggests that their transcription may
be controlled by common regulatory mechanisms. A thorough
assessment of the complete cluster1B sequence using the Eukary-
otic Promotor Databases (EPD and EPDnew) (Dreos et al., 2013)
did not lead to an identification of promotor motifs or com-
mon sequences in the 5′upstream regions of the six AgOR genes.
In addition, the intervening sequences of two adjacent AgOR
genes in cluster1B are very short (Figure 1). As a consequence
of these observations, we hypothesized that the group of genes
may be transcribed as polycistronic mRNA. To scrutinize this
idea we performed RT-PCR experiments using five primer pairs
each matching the coding regions of two adjacent AgOR genes
and spanning the intervening regions OR47-16, OR16-17, OR17-
13, OR13-55, and OR55-15 (Figure 4). In each case, the size
of the PCR band corresponded well to the size expected if the
exon sequences (but no introns) of the adjacent AgOR genes as
well as the intervening regions are transcribed. Sequencing of
the amplicons obtained with the primers for OR13-55 as well
as for OR55-15 verified in both cases the exon sequences of
the adjacent AgOR genes with a correct intron splicing. More-
over, the intervening sequences of the adjacent AgOR genes in
the genome were found. From this region a stretch of 55 bp
(of 475 bp) was missing for OR13-55 and 87 bp (of 414 bp)
for the OR55-15 PCR products which most likely indicates a
splicing of the precursor mRNA. Together the results demon-
strate that individual genes in cluster1B are not transcribed but
rather that polycistronic mRNA is generated encoding multiple
AgORs.
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FIGURE 4 | Detection of polycistronic transcripts for cluster1B

AgORs. Poly (A)+ RNA prepared from the heads of female A. gambiae

were reverse transcribed into cDNA and used in PCR reactions with

primer pairs spanning parts of the coding regions of two adjacent

AgORs as well as at least one intron and the region connecting the two

AgOR genes being investigated. The position of the five sense and

antisense primer pairs used are indicated by arrows framing gray boxes

in the graphic representation of the exon-intron structure of the AgOR

genes in cluster1B. Reverse transcription PCR products were analyzed

on agarose gels. The obtained bands are shown below the region of the

corresponding primer pair. The position of a 1 kbp marker band is

indicated. Based on the primer design and assuming that the DNAs

intervening the coding regions are transcribed, the predicted band sizes

of the appropriately spliced cDNA products were: 938bp for OR47-16,

1188bp for OR16-17, 1030bp for OR17-13, 992 bp for OR13-55, and

1027bp for OR55-15.

Discussion

A close chromosomal linkage of odorant receptor genes is a
common phenomenon in various insect species (Robertson and
Wanner, 2006; Bohbot et al., 2007; Engsontia et al., 2008). How-
ever, very little is known about how the closely linked OR genes
are transcribed and to what extent they may be co-expressed
in the OSNs. The result of the present study indicates that
in the malaria mosquito, A. gambiae, the transcription of six
tightly clustered AgOR genes leads to polycistronic mRNA and
to co-expression of several receptor types in OSNs in the female
antenna.

This mode of gene expression is remarkable, since in eukary-
otes the transcription of multiple genes as polycistronic mRNA is
supposed to be quite rare, except for the nematode Caenorhapdi-
tis elegans, where around 15% of the genes are co-transcribed as
operons (Blumenthal, 2004; Pi et al., 2009). For insect species,
the first indication resulted from genome analysis of Drosophila
species where, among the total of about 17,000 genes, around 100
dicistronic genes were predicted (Lin et al., 2007). In addition,
polycistronic polypeptide coding RNAs (ppcRNAs) were identi-
fied in Drosophila and other insect species (Galindo et al., 2007).
With respect to genes encoding chemosensory receptors of D.
melanogaster, three cases of two genomically linkedOR genes that
are transcribed as dicistronic mRNA and co-expressed in OSNs
have been reported (Ray et al., 2007). Surprisingly, a dicistronic
transcript has been identified that underlies the co-expression of
an odorant receptor type, DmOR10a, and a gustatory receptor
type, DmGR10a, in the same cells (Fishilevich andVosshall, 2005;
Ray et al., 2007).

Interestingly, a case with similar features to the cluster1B
genes of A. gambiae analyzed in this study was reported for six
gustatory receptor genes of the fruitfly (Dahanukar et al., 2007;
Slone et al., 2007). Similar to the six cluster1B odorant receptor
genes, the genes for the sugar receptors DmGR64a – GR64f are

tightly arranged and co-expressed in sensory neurons. Moreover,
RT-PCR experiments indicated that the coding sequences of adja-
cent GR genes are on the same mRNA and that all six DmGR
genes may be transcribed as a single polycistronic mRNA (Slone
et al., 2007). Together, the actual data indicate co-expression of
clustered chemosensory receptor genes in sensory neurons based
on polycistronic mRNA. These recent findings suggest that co-
expression of multiple receptor types from the same mRNAs
transcript may be more widespread among insect species than
previously thought.

For the co-transcription of the genes in cluster1B, the results
of this study suggest two principles; it was found that one pop-
ulation of antennal OSNs contains transcripts for all six AgOR
genes and another population has transcripts for four AgOR
genes. This observation indicates that in the two cell populations
different polycistronic mRNAs are transcribed from cluster1B.
Based on the arrangement of genes in cluster1B, it is conceivable
that one population of OSNs generates a polycistronic mRNA
encoding AgOR17, AgOR13, AgOR55 and AgOR15, while the
second population would generate a longer transcript, which also
includes AgOR47 and AgOR16. Bioinformatic analyses of the
sequences upstream and downstream of each of the cluster1B
AgOR genes for promotor motifs and polyadenylation signals
(AATAAA, ATTAAA) did not reveal any clue for explaining
the transcription of mRNA comprising either four or six cod-
ing regions for AgORs, respectively. Thus, further investigation is
needed to understand how differential transcription of the recep-
tor genes in cluster1B in the two sensory neuron populations is
controlled.

Our results show that a relatively high number of OSNs on
a female antenna (about 5%) have transcripts from at least four
cluster1B genes and half of these cells have transcripts from six
genes. If all transcripts are in fact translated, the two populations
of sensory neurons would be endowed with multiple receptor
types. The high number of receptor types may render these cells
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responsive to a broad spectrum of odorants. With respect to the
ligand reactivity of these cells, functional analyses of some of the
AgOR types encoded by genes in cluster1B in Xenopus oocytes
and in the Drosophila empty neuron system have shown that the
receptors AgOR13, AgOR15, and AgOR16 respond to distinct
but partly overlapping spectra of ligands, which include volatiles
found in human emanations (Carey et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2010).

Emanations from humans or oviposition sites consist of com-
plex blends of various chemical compounds (Dormont et al.,
2013; Himeidan et al., 2013). Thus, the first step to finding targets
relevant toA. gambiae is to register a blend of volatile compounds
with no need to discriminate distinct odorous compounds.
Therefore, broadly tuned sensory neurons are particularly suit-
able for sensing a complex blend of components emitted from a
relevant odor source. This scenario would be reminiscent of the
bitter responsive cells in the taste buds of mice, which express
many of the bitter receptor T2R types (Adler et al., 2000; Chan-
drashekar et al., 2000) making taste cells responsive to a large
spectrum of potentially harmful compounds without discrimi-
nating among distinct molecules. Therefore, it is possible that
antennal sensory neurons with multiple receptors may serve as

“non-specific” sensors for odor blends and thus elicit the atten-
tion of female A. gambiae toward a relevant odor source and
initiate directed behaviors, like host seeking or searching for
oviposition sites. In this regard, targeting large gene clusters such
as cluster1B of A. gambiaemay be an interesting option for novel
strategies toward a control of blood sucking mosquitoes and
thereby reduce the danger of a transmission of life-threatening
diseases.
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